SKIOLE MAXIMAT®
feeders with unique slip angles

Perfect for pellets and mash feed

All feeders are challenged by the risk that feed has a tendency to build bridge. SKIOLD has taken up the challenge. The slip angles of the hopper make sure that the feed progresses down the wall, and at the bottom a spring will keep open the area between the hopper and the metering plate. These features will reduce bridge building in a SKIOLE MaxiMat feeder to an absolute minimum.

Adjustment and cleaning

The adjustment handle has been designed based on ergonomic experience and is made from sturdy plastic. The numbers in the step-by-step setting are easily read, and hence adjusting the feed allotting is quite simple. Due to the logarithmic scale, it is possible to tune in even very small amounts.

The feeder is easily and effectively cleaned, as it has no blind angles, and the materials used are stain resistant.

The feeders are available in 4 versions:

Version 1 Maximat® Porker
MaxiMat Porker has been designed and constructed based on the principles of easy cleaning, sturdiness and a high degree of hygiene. MaxiMat Porker is equipped with a stainless steel trough with drinkers in both sides. The feeder will serve up to approx. 50 finisher pigs.

Version 2 Maximat® Weaner
MaxiMat® Weaner is perfect for piglet/weaner production. The built-in slip angles counteract bridge building so effectively that even feed with high contents of moisture and fat will be dispensed. The trough is made from stainless steel with an elevation for the feed, and a drinker at one side. The dispensing device, which will both rotate and be springy, is easy to serve, even for the small piglets. The feeder will serve up to approx. 60 weaners.

Version 3 Maximat® Wean to Finish
The Wean to Finish model is identical to the Porker version, but the trough is mounted with a shorter distance to the floor.

Version 4 Maximat® Weaner Poly
This version is identical to Weaner, but the trough is made from polyester concrete with an elevation for the feed and a separate drinker area at one side.

Maximat® Aqua
For all versions of feeders it is recommended to install additional water supply, for instance the MaxiMat® Aqua, which is easily integrated with the feeder. Clear and clean water is vital to piglets, especially right after weaning. The MaxiMat® Aqua offers drip water dispensing, which is SKIOLE’s proposed solution to the perfect water trough for weaners up to 30 kgs. A thin water pipe ensures a constant presence of water in the trough. The movements from the water drips on the water surface attract the pigs, and thus stimulate the water consumption. The flow speed is easily adjusted on the stepless regulator. Additionally a bigger water pipe with a drinking nipple has been mounted, and the pigs will quickly learn to use it. The water trough is spring suspended and thus easy to empty and clean up, maintaining a savoury and tempting water surface.
SKIOLD MAKES THE DIFFERENCE!

SKIOLD MAXIMAT® FEEDERS WITH UNIQUE SLIP ANGLES
Elected as “Best in Test” 2012 (Danish Pig Research Centre) Perfect distribution of both pellets and mash feed
Feeders for growing pigs from 7 – 130 kgs
Solid construction made from resistant materials